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Abstract: Numerical simulations of an arc heated flow inside NASA’s 20 [MW] Aerodynamics
heating facility (AHF) are performed in order to investigate the three-dimensional swirling flow
and the current distribution inside the wind tunnel. The plasma is considered in Local Thermo-
dynamics Equilibrium(LTE) and is composed of Air-Argon gas mixture. The governing equations
are the Navier-Stokes equations that include source terms corresponding to Joule heating and ra-
diative cooling. The former is obtained by solving an electric potential equation, while the latter
is calculated using an innovative massively parallel ray-tracing algorithm. The fully coupled sys-
tem is closed by the thermodynamics relations and transport properties which are obtained from
Chapman-Enskog method. A novel strategy was developed in order to enable the flow solver and
the radiation calculation to be preformed independently and simultaneously using a different num-
ber of processors. Drastic reduction in the computational cost was achieved using this strategy.
Details on the numerical methods used for space discretization, time integration and ray-tracing
algorithm will be presented. The effect of the radiative cooling on the dynamics of the flow will be
investigated. The complete set of equations were implemented within the COOLFluiD Framework
[1]. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the Anode and part of the constrictor of the Aerodynamics
heating facility (AHF) [2]. Fig. 2 shows the velocity field distribution along (x-y) plane and the
streamline in (z-y) plane.
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Figure 1: Geometry and computational grid
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Figure 2: Velocity field distribution in (x-y) plan and streamlines in (y-z) plane
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